
BLIND TYGER

QUENCH YOUR THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE 
WITH THESE CRAFTED EXPERIENCES

JUNIPER JOURNEY 
Journey through the styles and influences of this beloved tipple. 

From the birth of the 17th-century Dutch genever through bathtub 

to London dry. Plot the evolution of gin, and why it became the 

nation's favourite.

Follow our ginstructions to becoming a master. 

WHISKEY EVOLUTION
Drink your way through history alongside America's national 

spirit. Sip on a buttery corn old fashioned or a spicy rye 

manhattan. Unlock forgotten whiskey secrets and celebrate like it's 

the Fourth of July.

DIY 
Learn the building blocks of how to make cocktails in your own 

home, from balanced sours to big, bold punches. You don't need a 

fully stocked bar with an ice machine or tons of equipment to make 

a good drink.

Book this if you want a crash course into the world of mixology. 

DRINKS EXPERIENCES

THE CLASSIC COCKTAIL WORKSHOP

     2-HOUR WORKSHOP
     7 DAYS A WEEK
     6 TO 18 GUESTS 
     4 COCKTAILS INCLUDING A WELCOME DRINK
     20% DISCOUNT FOR YOUR PARTY ALL NIGHT

   30 POUNDS PER HEAD



BLIND TYGER

TAILORED DRINKS EXPERIENCES
For those who wish to explore their favourite tipple, simply choose 

your preferred spirit, and we'll put a personalised workshop together 

for you and your party. 

Whether it be the history of gin, a whiskey trail or a rum inspired 

Caribbean cruise, the possibilities are endless! Currently, you can 

take a journey with the exotic flavours of the Far East and try  

complex sake wines, traditional Japanese whiskies or unique gins 

with unusual botanicals. 

Here's an example to show what we can do.

GIN EXPLORATION
"Learn about the nations favourite spirit."

Be guided through the history of gin, try classic cocktails and leave 

with the knowledge in your back pocket.

• Welcome drink

• Tasting of 5 different gins 

• Two gin cocktails of your choice

• Gin infusion kit for each guest

• 20% discount for your party all night

35 POUNDS PER PERSON (INDICATIVE PRICE)

ADDITIONS 
• Bar Snacks   from 3 pounds per head 

• Food Packages               from 5 pounds per head 

• Takeaway Cocktail Kits 10 pounds per head

• Gin Infusion Kits  10 pounds per head

T&C'S
A deposit of 10 pounds is required to make a booking.

The deposit is refundable up to 2 weeks before the booking.


